Abstract. In this survey article we consider the directed last-passage percolation model on the planar square lattice with nearest-neighbor steps and general i.i.d. weights on the vertices, outside of the class of exactly solvable models. We show how stationary cocycles are constructed from queueing fixed points and how these cocycles characterize the limit shape, yield existence of Busemann functions in directions where the shape has some regularity, describe the direction of the competition interface, and answer questions on existence, uniqueness, and coalescence of directional semi-infinite geodesics, and on nonexistence of doubly infinite geodesics.
Introduction
In 1965, Hammersley and Welsh [33] introduced a model of a fluid flowing through a porous medium that they called first-passage percolation (FPP). Roughly speaking, the model consists of putting random positive numbers (called weights) on the nearest-neighbor edges of the square lattice Z d . These numbers describe the time it takes to traverse the various edges. Only nearest-neighbor paths are allowed 2010 Mathematics Subject Classification. 60K35, 60K37, 82B43. The author was partially supported by NSF grant DMS-1407574. 95 between lattice points. The (random) distance between two points is then given by the passage time -the shortest time it takes to go between the points. A path that realizes the passage time is naturally called a geodesic. Immediate questions arise regarding the structure of the random metric, its balls, and its geodesics (finite, semi-infinite, and bi-infinite).
As it is often the case in probability theory, structure emerges from randomness when we look at the large scale behavior of the model. This means scaling the lattice down as we look at farther and farther sites. When done properly, the random metric on the scaled lattice converges to a deterministic one on R d . As a result, random balls approach deterministic convex sets as their radii grow and geodesics from the origin to far away points approach straight lines. This raises the next layer of questions regarding the size and statistics of the fluctuations of the random objects from their deterministic limits. See Section 1 of [18] for more details and precise formulations.
In a related model, called directed last-passage percolation or just last-passage percolation (LPP) paths are only allowed to take steps in te 1 , . . . , e d u. One can think of e 1`¨¨¨`ed as a time direction that cannot be reversed. In fact, in LPP passage time is maximized rather than minimized and the random weights the path collects are usually put on the vertices instead of on the edges, but these are only minor differences from FPP. The crucial difference is that paths are now directed. This creates some simplifications, but also introduces some complications. For example, in LPP it is clear that there exist maximizing paths (still called geodesics by analogy with LPP) from the origin to any point in the first quadrant. There are after all finitely many such paths, as opposed to the situation in FPP. On the other hand, the passage time is no longer symmetric in LPP: there is no path back to the origin, starting from a point in the first quadrant.
Nevertheless, LPP and FPP are expected to a have similar qualitative behavior at large scales. One of the advantages the two-dimensional LPP has over its cousin FPP is a connection to other models, such as queues and particle systems. Furthermore, with certain specific weight distributions, LPP becomes what we call an exactly solvable model. This means that many computations can be carried out all the way down to exact formulas. In this case, one is able to extract very detailed information about the behavior of the model, which then drives or confirms predictions about general LPP and FPP (and related) models.
The focus of this article is on surveying recent developments in connection with the structure of geodesics in LPP. A main tool will be Busemann functions, originally used to study the large-scale geometry of geodesics in Riemannian manifolds.
The next section collects some notation for easier reference. Section 3 introduces the last-passage percolation model and Section 4 discusses its connections to the corner growth model, queues in tandem, a system of interacting particles, and a competition model. In Section 5 we describe the scaling limit of the passage time. Section 6 introduces the Busemann functions and studies their properties. To prove existence of these functions we borrow tools from queuing theory. This is done in Section 7. Busemann functions are then used in Section 8 to construct semi-infinite geodesics and describe their structure. They are also used to study the competition interface, in Section 9. In the last two sections we give a brief account of the recent history of Busemann functions and geodesics in percolation and a preview of the topic of the next two lecture notes [16, 55] : fluctuations.
Notation
Z denotes the integer numbers, Z`the nonnegative integers, and N the positive integers. R denotes the real numbers and R`the nonnegative real numbers. Q denotes the rational numbers. e 1 and e 2 are the canonical basis vectors of R 2 . U " tpt, 1´tq " te 1`p 1´tqe 2 : 0 ď t ď 1u and its relative interior is U˝" tpt, 1´tq : 0 ă t ă 1u. We will write ξ, ζ, η for elements in U. x i,j " px i , . . . , x j q, for´8 ď i ă j ď 8. x¨y denotes the scalar product of vectors x, y P R 2 . |x| 1 " |x 1 |`|x 2 | " |x¨e 1 |`|x¨e 2 |. tau is the largest integer ď a. If a is a vector, then tau is taken coordinatewise. For a real number a we write a`for maxpa, 0q and a´for´minpa, 0q. Thus, a " a`´a´. For x, y P R 2 , y ě x and y ď x mean the inequalities hold coordinatewise. We will say that a sequence x n is asymptotically directed into a subset A Ă U if all the limit points of x n {n are inside A. A random variable X has an exponential distribution with rate θ ą 0 if P pX ą sq " e´θ s for all s ě 0. The probability density function of such a variable equals θe´θ s for s ě 0 and 0 for s ă 0. The mean of X then equals ErXs " θ ş 8 0 se´θ s ds " θ´1.
Its variance equals
A random variable X is said to have a continuous distribution if P pX " sq " 0 for all s P R.
Directed last-passage percolation (LPP)
Consider the two-dimensional square lattice Z 2 . Put a random real number ω x at each site x P Z 2 and let these assignments be independent. In more precise terms, let Ω " R Z 2 and endow it with the product topology and the Borel σ-algebra. A generic element in Ω is denoted by ω " tω x : x P Z 2 u and called an environment or a configuration. The numbers ω x are called weights. Let µ be a probability measure on R and let P be the product probability measure on Ω with all marginals equal to µ: for a finite collection x 1 , . . . , x n and measurable sets A 1 , . . . , A n Ă R P ω : ω xi P A i : 1 ď i ď n ( "
(In particular Ppa ă ω x ď bq " µppa, bsq for all x P Z 2 and´8 ď a ă b ď 8.) We will abbreviate the average weight value as m 0 " Erω 0 s.
When weights ω x are nonnegative they can be thought of as times spent at sites x. Thus, the passage time of a path x 0 , . . . , x n P Z 2 is the time it takes to traverse the path and equals ř n i"1 ω xi . (We choose not to count the time spent at the very first point of the path.) We will abbreviate x i,j for a sequence x i , x i`1 , . . . , x j , with a similar notation for x i, 8 , x´8 ,j , and x´8 , 8 .
The model under consideration is directed, which means that we will only consider up-right paths, i.e. paths x 0,n P Z 2 with x i`1´xi P te 1 , e 2 u for all 0 ď i ă n. We sometimes also call such paths admissible. If x, y P Z 2 are such that x ď y coordinatewise, then the last-passage time between x and y is given by G x,y " max ! n ÿ i"1 ω xi : x 0,n up-right, x 0 " x, x n " y, n " |y´x| 1 )
. Here, |¨| 1 is the ℓ 1 norm on R 2 . Let us immediately record an important inequality, called superadditivity: for x ď y ď z coordinatewise
Paths that maximize in (3.1) are called geodesics. See Figure 3 .1. The above inequality comes simply from observing that concatenating a geodesic from x to y with one from y to z gives an up-right path from x to z (which may or may not be a geodesic).
In what follows the math will make sense even when ω x can be negative and we continue to use the term passage time even with negative weights.
Remark 3.1. The above model is related to the standard first-passage site-percolation model (FPP) as follows. Allow admissible paths to take steps in t˘e 1 ,˘e 2 u, i.e. be nearest-neighbor paths. Then, paths from x to y no longer have to have a determined length and the last-passage time is defined by
.
Replacing ω with´ω turns the max into a min and the model becomes the standard first-passage percolation model. (Note that now weights must be taken nonnegative for otherwise G x,y will be infinite.) In this case, the inequality in (3.2) is reversed and G x,y defines a (random) metric on Z 2 . It is by analogy with this situation that optimizing paths in the directed model are called geodesics.
Connections to other models
Say weights ω x are positive and for simplicity assume they have a continuous distribution, i.e. Ppω x " sq " 0 for all s P R. Then the last-passage percolation model we defined in Section 3 has several other equivalent descriptions.
Random corner growth model (CGM)
. For x P Z 2 set G x,x " 0. An infection starts at the origin and spreads into the first quadrant Z 2 . The set of infected sites at time t ě 0 is Bptq " tx P Z 2 : G 0,x ď tu. The gray region is the fattened set Bptq`r´1{2, 1{2s 2 . The thick purple down-right path is the height function that is the boundary of the fattened set Hptq " pZ 2 zBptqq`r´1{2, 1{2s 2 . The bold black edges are the paths of minimal passage time from the origin. They are all directed. The antidiagonals illustrate the mapping of the corner growth model to TASEP. Whenever a point is added to the growing infected cluster, a particle (solid purple circle) switches places with the hole (open circle) to its right. For the queuing picture, boxed numbers indicate the service stations and numbers without a box are the customers. When a customer and a station switch places, the customer has left that station and moved to the back of the line at the next station.
Let us see how Bptq evolves. Since for a site x " ke i , k P N and i P t1, 2u, we have
such a site cannot get infected before pk´1qe i is infected. Similarly, for a site x P N 2 we have the induction
Thus, G 0,x ą G 0,x´ei for both i P t1, 2u and a site x P N 2 cannot be infected until after both x´e 1 and x´e 2 were infected.
There is a nice description of the evolution of Bptq using the fattened set of heathy sites
Hptq " pZ 2 zBptqq`r´1{2, 1{2s
2 . See the sequence of snapshots in Figure 4 .1. Start with Bp0´q " ∅ and
The boundary of Hp0´q is given by the path thpsq : s P Ru where hpsq " s`e 1`s´e2´p e 1`e2 q{2. At time 0 the origin x " 0 is infected, Bp0q " t0u, Hp0q " Hp0´qzr´1{2, 1{2q 2 , and the boundary of Hp0q is obtained from that of Hp0´q by flipping the south-west corner located at´pe 1`e2 q{2 to a north-east corner, creating two new south-west corners at pe 1´e2 q{2 and pe 2´e1 q{2.
For concreteness, say ω e1 ă ω e2 . Then e 1 is the next site to become infected, exactly at time t 1 " ω e1 ą 0. We have Bptq " t0u for 0 ď t ă t 1 and Bpt 1 q " t0, e 1 u. Region H gets another square taken away: Hpt 1 q " Hp0qzpe 1`r´1 {2, 1{2q 2 q. Its boundary changes by the south-west corner at pe 1´e2 q{2 getting flipped into a north-east corner.
Site pk, ℓq becomes infected at time t " G 0,pk,ℓq . Right before this time, the boundary of Hpt´q has a south-west corner at ke 1`ℓ e 2´p e 1`e2 q{2 that then flips into a north-east corner. Hence the name "corner growth".
The evolution is particularly nice when weights ω x have an exponential distribution, i.e. when Ppω x ą sq " µpps, 8qq " e´θ s for some θ ą 0 and all s P R`. Parameter θ is called the rate of the exponential random variable.
In this special case the evolution goes as follows. Given set Bpt 0 q at some point in time t 0 ě 0 consider the south-west corners on the boundary of Hpt 0 q. (There are always finitely many such corners.) Assign to these corners independent random variables, exponentially distributed with the same rate θ as weights ω x . Think of these variables as the time an "alarm clock" goes off at the corner the variable is assigned to. When the first of these clocks rings the corresponding south-west corner gets flipped to a north-east corner. At that point in time, we have a new H and the procedure is repeated. The mathematics of this evolution is quite clear in the next equivalent description.
Queues in tandem.
The queueing interpretation of LPP in terms of tandem service stations goes as follows. Imagine a queueing system with customers labeled by Z`and service stations also labeled by Z`. The random weight ω k,ℓ is the service time of customer k at station ℓ. Right before time 0 all customers are lined up at service station 0 and customer 0 is first in line and has just been served. At time t " 0 customer 0 is first in line at queue 1 and the rest of the customers are still at queue 0 with customer 1 being first in line there, then customer 2, and so on. Service of customers 0 and 1 begins. Customers proceed through the system in order, obeying FIFO (first-in-first-out) discipline, and joining the queue at station ℓ`1 as soon as service at station ℓ is complete. Once customer k ě 0 is first in line at station ℓ ě 0, it takes ω k,ℓ time units to perform service. (The only exception is k " ℓ " 0 where customer 0 advances immediately from queue 0 to queue 1.)
For each k ě 0 and ℓ ě 0, G 0,pk,ℓq is the time when customer k departs station ℓ and joins the end of the queue at station ℓ`1. To see this observe that on the one hand this is clear when k " 0 or ℓ " 0 and, on the other hand, this departure time satisfies the same recurrence (4.1). Indeed, the departure time of customer k from station ℓ is equal to the service time ω k,ℓ plus the time G 0,pk´1,ℓq when customer k´1 departs station ℓ or the time customer k departs station ℓ´1, whichever is larger. (If the former time is larger, customer k will have to wait for customer k´1 before service starts at station ℓ. If instead the latter time is the larger of the two, then station ℓ will be empty when customer k arrives and service starts immediately.) In terms of the corner growth model, this is exactly when site pk, ℓq gets infected. See Figure 4 .1. Among the seminal references for these ideas are [31, 47] .
When weights are exponentially distributed, the description is again quite transparent. At every point in time there are only finitely many non-empty queues. Assign to the first customer in each of these queues an independent random variable (a clock) with exponential distribution having the same rate as weights ω x . The customer whose clock rings first has been served and moves on to the end of the next station and then the procedure repeats.
4.3. Totally asymmetric simple exclusion process (TASEP). In this model, a configuration is an assignment of 0s and 1s to the integers Z. More precisely, it is a function η : Z Ñ t0, 1u. Think of η j " 1 as a particle occupying site j P Z and then η j " 0 means j is empty (or a hole). Given a configuration η such that Dj 0 with η j " 0 for all j ě j 0 define a curve (known as a height function) h : R Ñ R 2 by hpj 0´1 {2q " j 0 e 1´p e 1`e2 q{2, hpj`1{2q´hpj´1{2q " p1´η j qe 1´ηj e 2 for all j P Z, and linear interpolation on RzpZ`1{2q. (This is well defined, regardless of the choice of j 0 .) Right before time t " 0 we start by placing a particle at every site j ď´1 and leaving sites j ě 0 empty. In other words, η j p0´q " 1tj ă 0u. The corresponding height function is given by (4.3), i.e. it is the boundary of Hp0´q from (4.2). At time t " 0 the particle at j "´1 jumps to the empty site j " 0, leaving site j "´1 empty. Now, the corresponding height function is given by the boundary of Hp0q.
As t grows particles move around. At any point in time only one particle is allowed to make a move and it can only move one step to its right, if there is no other particle there already. Here is a more precise description of the particle dynamics. Particles move only at times when Bptq changes (i.e. when new sites are infected). Think of the boundary of Hptq as a height function. Then, there is a one-to-one correspondence between south-west corners in the boundary of Hptq and particle-hole pairs (the hole being immediately to the right of the particle). When a south-west corner in the boundary of Hptq is flipped, the corresponding particle jumps one step to its right, switching positions with the hole that was there. See Comparing this description to the queuing system we see that holes play the role of service stations and particles to the left of a hole play the role of customers in line at that service station.
Once again, when the weights are exponentially distributed the evolution can be described in a Markovian way using exponential clocks. Given a configuration at some time t 0 there are only finitely many particles that have a hole immediately to their right. Each of these particles is given an independent exponential random variable with the same rate as weights ω x and the particle whose clock rings first moves one position to the right, effectively switching places with the hole that was there. Then the process is repeated. This is one of the most fundamental interacting particle systems. See [43, 56] for two of the earliest papers on the model.
Here is a table that summarizes the meaning of G 0,pk,ℓq in the models in Sections 4.1-4.3.
Model G 0,pk,ℓq is the time when:
CGM site pk, ℓq is infected Queues customer k clears server ℓ TASEP particle k exchanges places with hole ℓ 4.4. The competition interface (CIF). Start two infections at e 1 and at e 2 and let sites get infected as before. Mark sites infected by e 1 purple and those infected by e 2 green. Once a site is infected by one of the two types, it remains like that forever. This partitions the first quadrant Z 2 zt0u into two regions of infection. Mathematically, recall induction (4.1). Since we assumed weights to be independent and with a continuous distribution, equality G 0,x´e1 " G 0,x´e2 happens with zero probability. Thus,
for exactly one of i P t1, 2u. This indicates who infected site x.
Another description of the spread of infection comes using geodesics. Again, because weights are independent and have a continuous distribution, there is a unique geodesic between any two distinct sites x ď y. As such, the union of all geodesics from 0 to sites x P Z 2 zt0u forms a spanning tree of Z 2 that represents the genealogy of the infection. The subtrees rooted at e 1 and e 2 are precisely the vertices infected by these two sites, respectively. They are separated by an up-right path on the dual lattice Z 
The shape function
One of the central questions in probability theory is to describe the order that emerges out of randomness as the number of random inputs into the system grows. For instance, the law of large numbers says that if tX n : n P Nu are independent random variables that are identically distributed (i.e. random samples from the same population), then the sample or empirical mean pX 1`¨¨¨`Xn q{n converges, with probability one, to the (population) mean ErX 1 s (provided this mean is well defined). Even though G 0,x is not simply a sum of independent random variables (it has a maximum), the law of large numbers raises the question of whether or not G 0,x should grow at most linearly with |x| 1 . This is indeed the case. For a P R let tau be the largest integer no greater than a. For x P R 2 let txu act coordinatewise. Recall that m 0 " Erω 0 s. {2, 1{2s 2 q at time t " 160. Its boundary (the thick blue down-right path) approximates the smooth red limit curve tx P R 2 :
? x¨e 1`? x¨e 2 " 1u, as first proved by Rost in 1981.
Theorem 5.1. [45] Assume Er|ω 0 |s ă 8. Then for any ξ P R 2 the limit
exists almost surely and
It is deterministic, 1-homogenous, concave, and satisfies gpx 1 , x 2 q " gpx 2 , x 1 q, x 1 , x 2 P R`, gpe 1 q " gpe 2 q " m 0 , and gpξq ě m 0 |ξ| 1 . If furthermore In particular, limit (5.3) says that the fattened set pBptq`r´1{2, 1{2sq{t converges almost surely, as t Ñ 8, to the set tx P R 2 : gpxq ď 1u. Thus, (5.3) is called a shape theorem and g is the shape function. See Figure 5 .1.
Proof of Theorem 5.1. Let us start by considering the case ξ P Z 2 . By superadditivity (3.2) we have for m ď n G 0,mξ`Gmξ,nξ ď G 0,nξ .
If we had additivity instead of superadditivity, then we could write
The summands are independent and identically distributed (i.i.d.) and as such n´1 ř n´1 i"0 G iξ,pi`1qξ is the sample mean of random samples of G 0,ξ . A generalization of the law of large numbers, called the ergodic theorem, tells us then that this sample mean converges to the population mean ErG 0,ξ s.
Unfortunately, additivity does not hold. However, it turns out that one can prove a stochastic version of Fekete's subadditive lemma and apply this subadditive ergodic theorem to´G 0,nξ to obtain the limit (5.1). A version of this theorem is given in [18] as Theorem 3.2. A bit more work is needed for the general case ξ P r0, 8q
2 and even more work is needed to get more uniform control and prove (5.3). The details are omitted as they are similar to the ones in the proof of the standard first-passage percolation shape theorem, given in [18] . See also Proposition 2.1(i) of [45] .
Symmetry of g follows from that of the lattice and the fact that i.i.d. random variables are exchangeable (i.e. switching them around does not change the joint distribution). Since G 0,nei " ř n´1 k"0 ω kei , i P t1, 2u, (5.1) and the law of large numbers give gpe 1 q " gpe 2 q " Erω 0 s " m 0 . Consider next the up-right path x 0,tnξu from 0 to tnξu that first takes tnξ 1 u e 1 -steps and then tnξ 2 u e 2 -steps. We have
By (5.1) the left-hand side converges to gpξq almost surely and hence also in probability. By the weak law of large numbers, the two sums on the right-hand side converge in probability to m 0 ξ 1 and m 0 ξ 2 , respectively. It follows that gpξq ě m 0 |ξ| 1 .
Finiteness of gpξq comes easily if weights ω x are bounded above by some constant, i.e. if Ppω 0 ď cq " 1 for some c ą 0 then clearly G 0,tnξu ď cn|ξ| 1 and thus gpξq ď c|ξ| 1 . More generally, finiteness would follow from the fact that g is concave, homogenous, and continuous on R 2 (all the way up to the boundary). Let us now prove the regularity properties claimed in the theorem. Homogeneity of g comes simply from
Then concavity follows from homogeneity and superadditivity: for α P p0, 1q
αgpξq`p1´αqgpζq " gpαξq`gpp1´αqζq
and for x, y P R
" gpx`yq.
In the second equality, we used the fact that if one shifts the picture, placing the origin where say z used to be, then the two situations are statistically equivalent: for all z P Z 2 and x ě 0, G z,z`x has the same distribution as G 0,x . It remains to prove continuity. We will do so under the assumption that weights are bounded in absolute value. This will capture the essence of the argument. The general case requires some extra technical work that we will avoid. The interested reader can find the details in the proof of Proposition 2.2 of [45] .
Fix an ε P Q X p0, 1{2q and an integer k such that kε P N. The above computation gives us
We next prove a similar upper bound.
Each up-right path from 0 to kne 2`ε kne 1 consists of kn e 2 -steps and εkn e 1 -steps. Thus, there are`n kp1`εq nkε˘s uch paths. By Stirling's approximation N ! " ? 2πN N N e´N we have that
where hpεq " p1`εq logp1`εq´ε log ε. Next, fix δ ą 0 and use a union bound (i.e. that PpY j A j q ď ř j PpA j q) and m 0 " gpe 2 q to write
Now observe that once the up-right path x 0,nkp1`εq is fixed, weights ω xi are i.i.d. with mean m 0 . Thus, all the probabilities in the last sum have the same value and we can continue by writing
where Z i are i.i.d. centered (and bounded) random variables with the same distribution as ω 0´m0 .
If m 0 ą 0, then pick ε P p0, δ{m 0 q. Otherwise, just pick ε ą 0. Then the event in the last probability contradicts the law of large numbers which says that the sample mean
Z i should be close to 0. In fact, large deviation theory tells us that the probability of such an event decays exponentially fast. Indeed, fix a positive number λ ą 0 and use Chebyshev's exponential inequality to write
A little calculus exercise shows that e x ď 1`x`x 2 for x close to 0. Use this and logp1`xq ď x (valid for all x) to continue the above computation, remembering
Take λ " pδ´εm 0 q{p2`2εq and the above becomes
Going back to (5.5) we have
Taking ε small enough makes the right-hand side converge exponentially fast to 0 as n Ñ 8. Combining this with the fact that G 0,kne2`εkne2 {pnkq converges almost surely to gpe 2`ε e 1 q gives
Together with (5.4) this proves continuity of a Þ Ñ gpe 2`a e 1 q at a " 0. Symmetry gives the same result with e 1 and e 2 switched around. This and the homogeneity of g imply its continuity at the boundary of R 2 . Continuity in the interior is a known fact about concave functions.
When weights ω x are exponentially distributed (with rate θ ą 0) one can get an explicit formula for the shape:
Here, m 0 " θ´1 is the mean of ω x and σ 0 " θ´1 is its standard deviation. (The two quantities are equal for exponential random variables, but this is not true in general.)
A similar formula also holds when weights ω x are geometrically distributed, i.e. when µ is supported on N and for some p P p0, 1q and all j P N, Ppω x " jq " µptjuq " p j´1 p1´pq. In the exponential case this formula was first derived by Rost [52] (who presented the model in its coupling with TASEP without the last-passage formulation) while early derivations of the geometric case appeared in [15, 40, 53] . We will prove the formula at the end of Section 7 using equation (6.4) and the explicit knowledge of the distribution of Busemann functions. See also Theorem 3.4 in [55] .
Other than the above two cases, no explicit formula is known for g. However, it is known that the above formula does hold in general near the boundary. 1´Ppω 0 " 0q " 0.8. The bottom blue line is a simulation of the curve t Þ Ñ gpte 1`p 1´tqe 2 q, t P r0, 1s. The top red curve is t Þ Ñ 0.8`a0.8ˆ0.2tp1´tq, according to formula (5.6). The two curves are different: the top red one is strictly concave while the bottom blue one is flat on rt 0 , 1´t 0 s. But their asymptotics match near t " 0 and t " 1.
The fact that gp1, αq´m 0 is of order ? α for small α comes by a more careful look at the continuity proof above. An even more careful look involving comparison to the case with exponential weights gives the more precise formula (5.7).
The above has a nice consequence regarding the limiting shape.
Corollary 5.3. The limiting shape tx P R2 : gpxq ď 1u is not a polygon (with finitely many sides).
It is tempting to think that perhaps formula (5.6) holds in general. The following situation shows that this is not the case.
Assume that the LPP weights satisfy ω x ď 1 and p " Ptω 0 " 1u ą 0. The classical Durrett-Liggett flat edge result implies that if p is large enough, g is linear on a whole cone. See Figure 5 .2.
Theorem 5.4. [21] Suppose Er|ω 0 | 2`ε s ă 8 for some ε ą 0 and Ptω x ď 1u " 1. There exists a critical value p c P p0, 1q such that if p " Ptω 0 " 1u ą p c , then there exists t 0 P p0, 1{2q such that gpξq " |ξ| 1 " ξ¨pe 1`e2 q for all ξ P R 2 with
Here is a heuristic argument to help understand why the above result holds. When probability p is large one can show that there is an infinite up-right path x 0,8 starting from the origin x 0 " 0 such that Dn 0 with ω xn " 1 for all n ě n 0 . Furthermore, one can guarantee that x n¨e1 {n Ñ t 0 for some t 0 P p0, 1{2q as n Ñ 8. The shape theorem then implies that gpt 0 , 1´t 0 q " 1. By concavity of g we have that gpt, 1´tq " 1 for all t P rt 0 , 1´t 0 s and the claim of the theorem follows from the homogeneity of g.
Before we close the section, it may be noteworthy that even though no closed formulas are known for g in general, some variational characterizations of g do exist in the general weights setting. See Section 2 of [55] .
Busemann functions
How does one prove (5.6)? Can one get any information on g, more than what is given by Theorem 5.1?
One way to approach such questions is by taking a closer look at the shape function. In precise terms, abbreviate U " tpt, 1´tq : t P r0, 1su and U˝" tpt, 1´tq : 0 ă t ă 1u and fix a ξ P U˝. Consider the collection of random variables tG 0,tnξu´G0,tnξu`z : |z| 1 ď M u, for some M ą 0. In other words, we want to examine the passage times to points in the vicinity of nξ, relative to the passage time to nξ itself. Presumably, as n Ñ 8, (the distribution of) this vector of random variables converges weakly to some limit and this limit carries some useful information about the large scale behavior of the system "in direction ξ".
Since the point of reference is moving, there is really no hope of the convergence being almost sure. However, we can change our frame of reference and view things from nξ by considering
Since tω´x : x P Z 2 u has the same distribution as tω x : x P Z 2 u, the above has the same law as
The advantage now is that there is a chance this random vector does converge to an almost sure limit. This is indeed the case under some mild regularity assumption on the shape g.
One little technicality: since when we defined G x,y in (3.1) we left out the weight ω x , going through the above reflection argument leads us to slightly change our definition to become .2) i.e. we now leave out the last weight ω y instead. We will use this definition in the rest of the chapter. The reader should note, though, that since we are interested in the large scale behavior of the system, it is really immaterial whether we leave out or include the first or last weights.
Recall that g is a concave function. Then the set C " tx P R 2 : gpxq ě 1u is convex. It can then be decomposed into a union of closed faces (see Section 17 of [51] ). For a given ξ P U˝the point ξ{gpξq is on the relative boundary of C. Let
: ζ belongs to the closed face containing ξ{gpξq ) .
If g is differentiable, then U ξ is simply the largest connected subset of U˝containing ξ on which g is affine. Set U ξ cannot contain e 1 or e 2 because we chose ξ in the relative interior of U and Theorem 5.2 prevents g from being linear on a neighborhood of e 1 or e 2 . Let U e1 " te 1 u and U e2 " te 2 u. Clearly U " Y ξPU U ξ . When g is differentiable we have that @ξ, ζ P U, either U ξ " U ζ or U ξ X U ζ " ∅.
We will say that a sequence x n is asymptotically directed into a subset A Ă U if all the limit points of x n {n are inside A.
We are ready to state the theorem about the limits of the gradients in (6.1). The proof requires a detour into queuing theory and is thus deferred to Section 7.
Theorem 6.1.
[29] Assume Ptω 0 ě cu " 1 for some c P R and Er|ω 0 | 2`ε s ă 8 for some ε ą 0. Assume g is differentiable on p0, 8q
2 . Then, for each ξ P U˝the (random) limit
exists almost surely and in L 1 for all x, y P Z 2 and sequence x n P Z 2 that is directed into U ξ . Furthermore, for i P t1, 2u ErB ξ p0, e i qs " e i¨∇ gpξq
and gpξq " ErB ξ p0, e 1 qs ξ¨e 1`E rB ξ p0, e 2 qs ξ¨e 2 .
(It is customary in probability theory to drop the dependence on ω from the notation of random variables, e.g. to write B ξ px, yq instead of B ξ pω, x, yq.) The distribution of B ξ p0, e i q, i P t1, 2u, is known in the solvable cases. Formula (5.6) then follows from the second equation in (6.4). See the end of Section 7 for more details.
The condition that weights are bounded below by a deterministic constant is not really necessary. We assumed it in [29] because we used queuing theory for the proof, as we will see in Section 7, and then weights ω x are service times and have to be nonnegative. The extension to weights that are bounded below is immediate. However, the math in the proof works just as well for general weights, even though then interpreting them as service times would not make sense.
The differentiability assumption is more serious. Although still an open question, differentiability is believed to be generally true. It can be directly verified from the explicit formula, when the weights are either exponentially or geometrically distributed. In the case when a flat segment occurs (see Theorem 5.4), it is known that g is differentiable at the two edges of the segment. See [4] for the standard first-passage percolation and [29] for the directed LPP. It is worthy to note that when tω x u are only ergodic (a generalization of being i.i.d.), the limiting shape can have corners and linear segments, and can even be a polygon with finitely many edges. See [32] .
Limits B ξ are called Busemann functions. This name is borrowed from metric geometry due to a connection between Busemann functions and geodesics, which is revealed in Section 8.
The first equation in (6.4) can be understood as follows: B ξ is a (microscopic) gradient of passage times to "far away points in direction ξ". The shape function at ξ is the large scale (macroscopic) limit of passage times to these far away points.
(6.4) says that the mean of the microscopic gradient is exactly the macroscopic gradient.
The second equation in (6.4) is simply a consequence of the first one since differentiating gptξq " tgpξq in t gives gpξq " ξ¨∇gpξq. (6.5) Let us record right away a few important properties of processes B ξ .
Cocycle:
B ξ px, yq`B ξ py, zq " B ξ px, yq, almost surely and for all x, y, z P Z 2 . (6.6) It follows immediately from (6.3).
Recovery:
x`e 2almost surely and for all x P Z 2 . (6.7)
To see this holds start with an induction equation similar to (4.1) (but recall that passage times are now defined by (6.2)):
Rewrite this as
Now set y " tnξu and take n Ñ 8.
Stationarity:
To express this, define the group action of
that consists of shifting the weights: for z P Z 2 and ω P Ω, T z ω P Ω is such that pT z ωq x " ω x`z . In words, T z ω is simply the weight configuration obtained from ω by placing the origin at z. Then we have B ξ pT z ω, x, yq " B ξ pω, x`z, y`zq almost surely and for all x, y, z P Z 2 . (6.9) This follows directly from (6.3) and the fact that G x,y pT z ωq " G x`z,y`z pωq. (All these equations are just saying is that fixing the lattice and shifting the weight configuration is the same thing as fixing the weight configuration and shifting the lattice.)
Monotonicity:
We record the last property as a lemma.
Lemma 6.2.
[29] Make the same assumptions as in Theorem 6.1. Fix ξ, ζ P Uw ith ξ 1 ă ζ 1 . Then we have almost surely and for all x P Z 2 B ξ px, x`e 1 q ě B ζ px, x`e 1 q and B ξ px, x`e 2 q ď B ζ px, x`e 2 q. (6.10)
Proof. The claim follows from a monotonicity of the passage times G x,y themselves: for all x P Z 2 and y, z P Z 2 such that x`e 1`e2 ď y, x`e 1`e2 ď z, |y| 1 " |z| 1 , and y¨e 1 ă z¨e 1 we have G x,y´Gx`e1,y ě G x,z´Gx`e1,z and G x,y´Gx`e2,y ď G x,z´Gx`e2,z .
(6.11) Indeed, once this is proved set y " y n and z " z n with y n , z n P Z 2 any two sequences with |y n | 1 " |z n | 1 " n, y n {n Ñ ξ, and z n {n Ñ ζ, then send n Ñ 8.
Inequalities (6.11) are due to paths crossing. Indeed, a geodesic from x to z must cross a geodesic from x`e 1 to y. Let u be the first point where the two paths cross, i.e. u¨pe 1`e2 q is the smallest possible. See Figure 6 .1. Then superadditivity implies that
Add the two inequalities and rearrange to get
Use the fact that u is on geodesics to add the passage times and get the desired inequality:
A similar proof works for the e 2 -gradients and as we showed above, the claim of the theorem follows. This "crossing trick" has been used profitably in planar percolation, and goes back at least to [2, 3] .
Queuing fixed points
We now sketch how Theorem 6.1 is proved. By adding a constant to the weights, if necessary, we can assume they are nonnegative. Then we can use the queuing terminology. Let us note one small modification, though. Due to our new definition (6.2), which replaced (3.1), now G 0,pk,ℓq is the time when customer k enters service at station ℓ and G 0,pk,ℓq`ωk,ℓ , is the time when customer k departs station ℓ and joins the end of the queue at station ℓ`1.
We are looking for stationary versions of the queuing process described in Section 4.2. For this, customers need to have been arriving for a long time. Thus, indexing them by N will not do and we need instead to have customers indexed by Z. Furthermore, one cannot track the customer's arrival times at the queues (since the process started in the far past) and the right thing to do is to consider inter-arrival times.
Thus, the development begins with a processes tA n,0 : n P Zu that records the time between the arrival of customers number n and n`1 to queue 0. This process is supposed to be stationary, i.e. the distribution of tA n`m,0 : n P Zu does not depend on m P Z. We also assume it is ergodic. (Stationary measures form a convex set whose extreme points are said to be ergodic. A process is ergodic if its distribution is ergodic.) One special case is a constant inter-arrival process: A n,0 " α for all n P Z and some α P R.
We are also given service times tS n,k : n P Z, k P Z`u. They represent the time it takes to serve customer n at station k, once the customer is first in line at that station. These service times have the same joint distribution P as the weights in our directed LPP model. In particular, they are i.i.d. Service times are also independent of the inter-arrival process. In order for the system to be stable, we need to have customers served faster than they arrive. Hence, we require that
Process tS i,0´Ai,0 : i P Zu is ergodic. This is because one can show that the product measure of an ergodic process with an i.i.d. one is ergodic. By the ergodic theorem the sample mean pn´jq´1 ř n´1 i"j pS i,0´Ai,0 q converges to the population mean ErS 0,0´A0,0 s, which by (7.1) is negative. Therefore, almost surely, as j Ñ´8 the sum ř n´1 i"j pS i,0´Ai,0 q goes to´8 and 0 ď W n,0 ă 8 for all n P Z. It is immediate to check that these times satisfy Lindley's equation
This now explains why W n,0 is the time customer n waits at station 0 before their service starts. Indeed, if W n,0`Sn,0 ă A n,0 then customer n will leave station 0 before the next customer n`1 arrives. As a result, customer n`1 does not wait and W n`1,0 " 0. If, on the other hand, W n,0`Sn,0 ě A n,0 , then customer n`1 waits time W n`1,0 " W n,0`Sn,0´An,0 before service begins.
Inter-departure times from queue 0 or, equivalently, inter-arrival times at queue 1 are given by A n,1 " pW n,0`Sn,0´An,0 q´`S n`1,0 . (7.4) Again, if W n`1,0 ą 0 then customer n`1 is already waiting and will start being serviced as soon as customer n departs. The time between the departure of customer n and that of customer n`1, from station 0, is then equal to S n`1,0 . In the other case, when W n`1,0 " 0, station 0 is empty before customer n`1 gets there, for exactly time A n,0´Sn,0´Wn,0 . The time between the departures of customers n and n`1 from queue 0 equals this idle time, plus the service time S n`1,0 . From (7.3) and (7.4) we have
for all n P Z. This in turn gives Process tA n,1 : n P Zu is again ergodic. Hence, dividing by n and taking it to 8 the ergodic theorem tells us that n´1 ř n´1 m"0 A m,0 and n´1 ř n´1 m"0 A m,1 converge to ErA 0,0 s and ErA 0,1 s, respectively. Since S n,0 is a stationary process, S n,0 {n converges to 0. The next lemma shows that also W n,0 {n Ñ 0 almost surely. Consequently, we have that
Also, since the induction preserves monotonicity we have that
Since ErU k´u0`ε s " ε ą 0, the ergodic theorem tells us the last sum grows to infinity (linearly in n). Consequently, there exists an n 0 such that W ε n paq ą 0 for n ě n 0 . But then if n ě n 0 we have W ε n paq " W ε n´1 paq`U n´1´u0`ε and thus
The ergodic theorem again tells us that the last term converges to ε as n Ñ 8. As a result, we have shown that with probability one for any a ě 0 we have n´1W ε n paq Ñ 0. Recall now that W 0,0 ă 8 and observe that W ω 0 pW 0,0 q " W 0,0 . Induction then shows that W n,0 ď W ε n pW 0,0 q for all n ě 0. Indeed, W n`1,0 " pW n,0`Un q`ď pW ε n pW 0,0 q`U n qď pW ε n pW 0,0 q`U n´u0`ε q`" W Note that A n,1 only used values tS m,0 : m P Zu and is therefore independent of tS m,k : m P Z, k ě 1u. We can now repeat the above steps inductively: Say we already computed the (ergodic) inter-arrival process tA n,k : n P Zu at queue k ě 0 and that it is independent of the service times tS n,ℓ : n P Z, ℓ ě ku. Say also that ErA 0,k s " ErA 0,0 s. Then we define the waiting times
which satisfy W n`1,k " pW n,k`Sn,k´An,k q`. (7.6)
The inter-arrival process at queue k`1 is given by It is ergodic and has the same mean as A n,k (and thus as A n,0 ). It is also independent of tS n,ℓ : n P Z, ℓ ě k`1u and we can continue the inductive process.
Using (7.6) and (7.7) we can check the conservation law
and the equation
Times W n,k`Sn,k are called work load of station k by customer n. Let us assign values to the edges of ZˆZ`: on the horizontal edge pn, kq´pn`1, kq put weight A n,k and on vertical edge pn, kq´pn, k`1q put weight W n,k`Sn,k . Also, put weights S n,k on vertices pn, k`1q. Recall now (6.6) and (6.7). Then (7.8) can be seen as a cocycle property and (7.9) is a recovery property (but in the south-west direction instead of the north-east direction). See Figure 7.1. This is where the connection to Busemann functions lies.
Observe that system tA n,k , W n,k , S n,k : n P Z, k P Z`u is invariant with respect to shifts in the first coordinate, i.e. the distribution of tA n`m,k , W n`m,k , S n`m,k : n P Z, k P Z`u is the same for all m P Z. It is in fact also ergodic under shifts in the first coordinate. However, it is not obvious at all (and in fact not true in general) that the system is invariant (let alone ergodic) under shifts in the second coordinate. That is, we do not know a priori that the distribution of tA n,k`ℓ , W n,k`ℓ , S n,k`ℓ : n P Z, k P Z`u is independent of ℓ P Z`. For this to happen, clearly tA n,0 : n P Zu needs to have some special distribution.
If we denote the distribution of tA n,0 : n P Zu by ν then write Φpνq for the distribution of tA n,1 : n P Zu. This is the so-called queuing operator. It takes a ergodic probability measure on R Z and transforms it to another ergodic probability measure on R Z , while preserving the value of the mean (recall that ErA n,1 s " ErA n,0 s). Let Φ k be the k-th iterate of Φ, i.e. Φ 1 " Φ and Φ k`1 pνq " ΦpΦ k pνqq. For the invariance under shifts in the second coordinate to hold, what we need is Φpνq " ν, i.e. that ν be an ergodic fixed point of the queuing operator. Thus, the problem at hand is: Given α ą m 0 find ergodic measures ν α on R Z such that Φpν α q " ν α . And it would be good if along the way we can also answer the question of uniqueness of such measures.
One way to produce fixed points with a prescribed mean α ą m 0 is to start for example with the measure δ Z α , the distribution of the constant process tA n,0 " α : n P Zu, and hope that Φ k pδ Z α q converges (weakly) to an ergodic fixed point that has mean α, as k Ñ 8.
Mairesse and Prabhakar [44] proved that for each α ą m 0 there exists a unique stationary fixed point ν α such that if one starts with any ergodic process ν with mean α, then the Césaro mean k´1 ř k ℓ"1 Φ k pνq converges weakly to ν α . One consequence of this is that ergodic fixed points with a prescribed mean are unique. It is an open question whether or not for each α ą m 0 probability measure ν α is ergodic. What is known, though, is that this is true if we have differentiability of the shape function g for the LPP problem with weights distribution P (the distribution of the service times) [29, Lemma 7.6(b)].
For a fixed α ą m 0 let tA n,0 : n P Zu have distribution ν α and let tS n,k : n P Z, k P Z`u be i.i.d. with distribution P, independent of tA n,0 u. Construct the processes tW n,k , A n,k : n P Z, k P Z`u by inductions (7.6) and (7.7). Then, because ν α is a fixed point, process tW 0,k : k P Z`u is stationary and can thus be extended to a stationary process tW 0,k : k P Zu. (If this is not clear to the reader, it is an excellent exercise on a standard application of Kolmogorov's extension theorem.) Let f pαq " ErW 0,0 s`ErS 0,0 s.
Using the symmetry of the construction one can prove that the distribution of tW 0,k`S0,k : k P Zu is again a fixed point of the queuing operator and that it is ergodic if ν α is ergodic [29, Lemma 7.7]. In this case, this distribution is no other than ν f pαq . This tells us that not only the system tA n,k , W n,k , S n,k : n P Z, k P Z`u is ergodic under shifting the n coordinate, but it is also ergodic under shifts of the k coordinate.
Theorem 7.2. Function f takes values in pm 0 , 8q and is a convex, continuous, and strictly decreasing involution (i.e. f pf pαqq " α). Furthermore, f pαq converges to 8 as α OE m 0 at to m 0 as α Ñ 8.
Let g be the shape function for the LPP problem with weight distribution P (the distribution of the service times). Assume it is differentiable on U˝. Then for all ξ P U˝we have
The infimum is minimized at α " e 1¨∇ gpξq and then f pαq " e 2¨∇ gpξq.
Proof. Let G me1,ne2 denote the last passage time from me 1 to ne 2 using weights tS m,k : m P Z, k P Z`u. Equation (7.2) for n " 0 can be rewritten as
with the convention that an empty sum is zero. We can extend this by induction to
Divide by n, take it to infinity, and use the ergodic theorem and the shape theorem (plus a bit of work similar to what we did in the proof of continuity of g) we get
ith a maximizer at s such that α " e 1¨∇ gps, 1q.
The above formula shows that f is nonincreasing and convex function. Martin's asymptotic formula (5.7) (and homogeneity of g) implies that m 0 ă f pαq ă 8 for α ą m 0 . In particular, the convex function f is continuous. The symmetry of g implies that f is an involution and is thus strictly decreasing. The limits claimed in the theorem follow.
Inverting the above convex duality we get
with a minimizer at α " e 1¨∇ gps, 1q. Variational formula (7.11) now comes by using homogeneity of g to write gpξq " ξ 2 gpξ 1 {ξ 2 , 1q. The minimizing α is given by e 1¨g pξq, as claimed, and then the fact that f pαq " e 2¨∇ gpξq comes from (6.5).
The above construction of fixed points can be carried out simultaneously for any given countable set of parameters α ą m 0 , thus coupling the fixed points ν α . A bit more precisely, fix a countable set A 0 Ă pm 0 , 8q and start with inter-arrival times A pαq n,0 " α, α P A 0 , n P Z, and service times tS n,k , n P Z, k P Z`u that are independent and have the same distribution as the weights of the LPP model. (Note that the service times do not depend on α.) Use (7.5) and (7.7) to define inductively W pαq n,k and A pαq n,k on all of ZˆZ`. Then, as k Ñ 8 the Césaro mean of the distributions of tA pαq n,k : n P Z, α P A 0 u converges weakly to a probability measure on pR Z q A0 whose marginal for a fixed α P A 0 is exactly ν α .
We can now go back to proving existence of the limit (6.3).
Proof of Theorem 6.1. The first step is to extract from the above queuing objects candidates for the limits B ξ . Then we prove that the Busemann limits indeed exist and equal these candidates.
Recall that we assume g is differentiable. For ζ P U˝define αpζq " e 1¨∇ gpζq. Then α is nonincreasing and continuous in ζ 1 " ζ¨e 1 . Also, it follows from (5.7) that αpζq Ñ m 0 as ζ Ñ e 1 and αpζq Ñ 8 as ζ Ñ e 2 . In particular, αpζq is always strictly bigger than m 0 " Erω 0 s. Fix ξ P U˝and let U 0 " tξu Y pU˝X Q 2 q. Let A 0 " tαpζq : ζ P U 0 u. This is a dense countable subset of pm 0 , 8q.
Let tA pαq n,0 : n P Z, α P A 0 u be distributed according to the above coupling of fixed points and let tS n,k : n P Z, k P Z`u be independent, with the same joint distribution P as the weights in the directed LPP model, and independent of the inter-arrival times. Construct times tA pαq n,k , W pαq n,k : n P Z, k P N, α P A 0 u using inductions (7.5) and (7.7). Since it comes from fixed points, system tA pαq n,k , W pαq n,k , S n,k : n P Z, k P Z`, α P A 0 u is stationary under shifts in both coordinates. We can then extend it to a system tA pαq n,k , W pαq n,k , S n,k : n P Z, k P Z, α P A 0 u on the whole lattice. For ζ P U 0 define ω ne1`ke2 " S´n ,´k´1 , B ζ pne 1`k e 2 , pn`1qe 1`k e 2 q " A pαpζqq n´1,´k , and B ζ pne 1`k e 2 , ne 1`p k`1qe 2 q " W pαpζqq n,´k´1`S´n ,´k´1 . Then tω x : x P Z 2 u has distribution P and (7.9) says that B ζ satisfies the recovery property (6.7). Equation (7.8) says that B ζ satisfies B ζ px, x`e 1 q`B ζ px`e 1 , x`e 1`e2 q " B ζ px, x`e 2 q`B ζ px`e 2 , x`e 1`e2 q (7.13) for all x P Z 2 . Set B ζ px`e i , xq "´B ζ px, x`e i q, i P t1, 2u and for x, y P Z 2 define
where x 0,n is any nearest-neighbor path from x 0 " x to x n " y. Thanks to (7.13) this definition does not depend on the choice of the path x 0,n . Now, B ζ is an L ErB ζ p0, e 2 qs " ErW αpζq 0,´1`S 0,´1 s " f pαpζqq " e 2¨∇ gpζq. As was mentioned earlier, the second equation in (6.4) is simply a consequence of the first one and (6.5).
Observe next that if we start with two sequences of inter-arrival times A n,0 ď A 1 n,0 for all n P Z, then (7.2) gives W n,0 ě W 1 n,0 for all n P Z. Then from (7.7) we get that A n,1 ď A 1 n,1 . This monotonicity of the queuing operator leads to a monotonicity in the coupling of the fixed points. Combining this with the fact that if ζ, η P U 0 are such that ζ 1 ă η 1 , then αpζq " e 1¨∇ gpζq ě e 1¨∇ gpηq " αpηq, we get that the B ζ cocycles we constructed satisfy monotonicity (6.10). The first equation in (6.4) and differentiability of g imply that ζ Þ Ñ ErB ζ p0, e i qs is continuous, for i P t1, 2u. Combined with the above monotonicity we get that with probability one lim U0QζÑξ B ζ px, x`e i q " B ξ px, x`e i q, i P t1, 2u. (7.14)
Note that the set of full P-measure on which the above event holds depends on ξ. In fact, we will see in Corollary 8.10 that this continuity does not hold on all Us imultaneously (i.e. with one null set thrown away).
Lastly, by another monotonicity argument, not too different from the one we used in the proof of Lemma 6.2, we can show that for x P Z 2 , a sequence x n directed in U ξ , directions ζ, η P U 0 zU ξ with ζ 1 ă ξ 1 ă η 1 , and a large integer n, we have the stochastic inequalities B η px, x`e 1 q ď G x,xn´Gx`e1,xn ď B ζ px, x`e 1 q and B η px, x`e 2 q ě G x,xn´Gx`e2,xn ě B η px, x`e 2 q. (7.15) (A random variable Y is said to be stochastically smaller than a random variable Z if for all a P R we have P pZ ď aq ď P pY ď aq. If moreover one shows that ErZs " ErY s, then Y and Z have the same distribution.) Taking n Ñ 8 then η and ζ to ξ and applying (7.14) we get B ξ px, x`e i q " lim nÑ8 pG x,xn´Gx`ei,xn q.
Then the cocycle property (7.13) gives (6.3). If U ξ " U ζ for some ξ, ζ P U˝, then αpξq " e 1¨∇ gpξq " e 1¨∇ gpζq " αpζq and thus B ξ " B ζ . The proof of Theorem 6.1 is complete.
The next lemma develops the very first inequality in (7.15), the others being similar. We focus on the case x " 0, the general case coming from shift-invariance of P.
Lemma 7.3. Fix ξ P U˝and a (possibly random) sequence x n directed in U ξ . Fix η P U˝zU ξ with ξ 1 ă η 1 . Then almost surely for large n B η p0, e 1 q ď G 0,xn´Ge1,xn .
Proof. Consider the two rectangle with common south-west corner at 0 and with north-east corners at x n and x n`e1`e2 . Put weights ω x at all vertices x ď x n . Letω x " ω x for such vertices. At sights x " x n`e1`e2´k e 1 , k P N, put weightsω x " B η px, x`e 1 q. Similarly, at sights x " x n`e1`e2´k e 2 , k P N, put weightsω x " B η px, x`e 2 q. We will write G y,xn for the passage time from y to x n using weights ω x , as defined in (6.2). We also use the passage times from y to x n`e1`e2 that use weights the combination of weights ω x , x ď x n , and To close this section let us describe the situation for solvable models. Here, fixed points ν α can be described explicitly. For example, in the case of exponentially distributed service times with mean m 0 ą 0 (rate 1{m 0 ) one can check directly that for any α ą m 0 inter-arrival times tA n,0 : n P Zu that are i.i.d. exponentially distributed with mean α (rate 1{α) furnish an ergodic fixed point of the queuing operator. Because of the uniqueness of ergodic fixed points, this identifies ν α . Another direct computation verifies that f pαq " ErW 0,0`S0,0 s " m 0 α{pα´m 0 q and the symmetry observed below (7.10) says that tW 0,k`S0,k : k P Zu are i.i.d. exponentially distributed with mean f pαq. One more miracle occurs: It turns out that tA n,0 : n P Z`u and tW 0,k`S0,k : k P Z`u are independent of each other. See Theorem 3.1 in [55] for the proofs of all these distributional claims. Once the explicit formula for f is known solving the variational formula (7.12) leads to Rost's formula (5.6).
A consequence of the above is that for ξ P U˝, tB ξ pne 1 , pn`1qe 1 q : n P Z`u are independent exponentially distributed with rate
, tB ξ pne 2 , pn`1qe 2 q :
n P Z`u are independent exponentially distributed with rate
, and the two sets of random variables are independent of each other.
Information about the distribution of the Busemann functions is powerful. For example, it allows to get bounds on the coalescence time of geodesics [11, 49] . We we will see in Section 9 that it enables calculation of the distribution of the asymptotic direction of the competition interface. It is also used in proving bounds on the fluctuations of passage times and geodesics, as is done in Section 5 of [55] .
Geodesics
In this section, let us assume the conditions of Theorem 6.1 to be satisfied. In particular, the shape g is differentiable on p0, 8q 2 . One of the important questions in LPP concerns infinite geodesics: an infinite path is a geodesic if every finite segment of it is a geodesic between its endpoints. The following existence result comes quite easily.
Lemma 8.1. With probability one, for every x P Z 2 there is at least one infinite geodesics starting at that point.
Proof. Fix x P Z 2 . Take any sequence x n P Z 2 with |x n | 1 Ñ 8 and consider for each n a geodesic from x to x n . Denote it by x pnq 0,n . Fix m ě 1. We have only finitely many possible up-right paths of length m. Hence, there exists a subsequence along which x pnq 0,n all share the same initial m steps. Using the diagonal trick, we can find a subsequence n j such that for all m ě 1 there exists a j m such that , tx To see the connection between Busemann functions and geodesics start with formula (6.8). Say, for simplicity, weights ω x have a continuous distribution. Then G x`e1,y " G x`e2,y happens with zero probability and thus there is a unique i P t1, 2u for which ω x " G x,y´Gx`ei,y .
The geodesic path from x to y will follow this increment and go from x to x`e i . Then, from there the procedure can be repeated, until the path reaches the northeast boundary with corner y, i.e. until one gets to an x P ty´ke 1 : k P NuYty´ke 2 : k P Nu. From there, the geodesic marches straight to y using only e 1 or only e 2 steps. This description of geodesics motivates the following.
Lemma 8.2.
[29] Let B : Z 2ˆZ2 Ñ R satisfy the cocycle and recovery properties (6.6) and (6.7). Let x 0,8 be a path such that for every i ě 0 we have
In other words, the path goes along the "minimal gradient" of B. Then, x 0,8 is a geodesic.
Proof. Fix n ě 1. Consider an arbitrary up-right path y 0,n with y 0 " x 0 and y n " x n . Write
(The first equality is from recovery, the second and third use the cocycle property, and the fourth uses recovery again.) Take a maximum over all up-right paths y 0,n between x 0 and x n to get
which says that x 0,n is a geodesic. Since n was arbitrary, the lemma is proved.
As a bonus, we get in the above proof that when x 0,8 follows the smallest gradient of a cocycle B that recovers, we have for 0 ď m ď n
The above lemma says in particular that Busemann functions B ξ from (6.3) provide us with a "machine" to produce infinite geodesics starting from any given point. Given a starting point u, a direction ξ P U˝, and an integer j P t1, 2u, let x u,ξ,j 0,8 be the path produced by the following inductive mechanism: x 0 " u and for
Now that we know how to produce geodesics we ask about whether or not these geodesics have an asymptotic direction. We have the following theorem.
Theorem 8.3. [29]
Make the same assumptions as in Theorem 6.1. For each ξ P U˝we have with probability one that for all u P Z 2 and j P t1, 2u
In particular, if the boundary of C is strictly convex at ξ, then x u,ξ,j 0,8 has asymptotic direction ξ: n´1x u,ξ,j n Ñ ξ as n Ñ 8.
The proof of the above theorem needs a fact about stationary L 1 cocycles, i.e. measurable functions B : ΩˆZ 2ˆZ2 Ñ R that satisfy (6.6) and (6.9) and are such that for each x, y P Z 2 we have Er|Bpω, x, yq|s ă 8.
[29, 30, 50] Let B be a stationary L 1 cocycle. Define B " ErBp0, e 1 qse 1`E rBp0, e 2 qse 2 . Then for any ξ P R 2 we have P-almost surely
If furthermore B recovers (i.e. satisfies (6.7)), then we also have
Sketch of proof of Theorem 8.4. As it was the case in Theorem 5.1, we will show how the proof of (8.2) goes when ξ P Z 2 . The case ξ P R 2 comes with some more work and (8.3) comes with considerably more work. Assume thus that ξ P Z 2 . Then we can use the cocycle and stationarity properties to write
BpT iξ ω, 0, ξq.
Terms BpT iξ ω, 0, ξq are just shifted copies of the first term Bpω, 0, ξq. As such, n´1Bpω, 0, nξq can be thought of as a sample mean of, albeit dependent, samples of Bpω, 0, ξq. A generalization of the law of large numbers, called the ergodic theorem, tells us then that this sample mean converges to the population mean ErBpω, 0, ξqs. In other words, for P-almost every ω
Bpω, nξq n " ErBp0, ξqs.
Now use the cocycle property again to write
The summands in the first sum are shifted copies of Bp0, e 1 q and the summands in the second sum are shifted copies of Bp0, e 2 q. Hence, taking expectation we get ErBp0, ξqs " ErBp0, e 1 qsξ¨e 1`E rBp0, e 2 qsξ¨e 2 " B¨ξ, which combined with (8.4) proves the claim of the theorem.
Proof of Theorem 8.3. Let us abbreviate and write x n for x u,ξ,j n . Let ζ P U be a (possibly random) limit point of x n {n, i.e. there exists a (possibly random) subsequence n j such that x nj {n j Ñ ζ.
By Lemma 8.2 we know x 0,8 is a geodesic and by its definition it moves along the smallest gradient of B ξ . By (8.1)
Divide by n then apply this to n " n j and use (5.3) and (8.3) to deduce that gpζq " ErB ξ p0, e 1 qsζ¨e 1`E rB ξ p0, e 2 qsζ¨e 2 .
Apply the first equality in (6.4) to get gpζq " ζ¨∇gpξq.
Combine with (6.5) to get gpζq´gpξq " pζ´ξq¨∇gpξq.
Then, function
f ptq " gptξ`p1´tqζq´gpξq´ptξ`p1´tqζ´ξq¨∇gpξq, t P r0, 1s, satisfies f p0q " f p1q " 0 and
Since f is also concave it is identically 0 and thus for all t P r0, 1s
gptξ`p1´tqζq´gpξq " ptξ`p1´tqζ´ξq¨∇gpξq " p1´tqpζ´ξq¨∇gpξq.
This says g is affine on ttξ`p1´tqζ : 0 ď t ď 1u and thus ζ P U ξ . The theorem is proved.
Now that we know that geodesics generated using Busemann functions B ξ have an asymptotic direction we can prove the same thing about all geodesics.
Theorem 8.5.
[29] Make the same assumptions as in Theorem 6.1. With probability one, any geodesic is asymptotically directed into U ξ for some ξ P U.
The proof will need one more fact about geodesics x Proof. We will prove the claim about x u,ξ,1 m,n , the other one being symmetric. Abbreviate this path by writing x m,n . Take y m,n as in the claim. In particular, y m " x m . For starters we want to prove that y m`1¨e1 ď x m`1¨e1 . For this, we only need to consider the case when x m`1 " x m`e2 , for the inequality clearly holds in the other case. Since we are using a superscript j " 1 it cannot be that B ξ px m , x m`e1 q " B ξ px m , x m`e2 q, for otherwise the path would have taken an e 1 -step out of x m . Since the path always takes a step along the smaller B ξ gradient and since B ξ recovers, we conclude that in the case at hand we have ω xm " B ξ px m , x m`e2 q ă B ξ px m , x m`e1 q. Now, recovery and the cocycle property imply that G x,y ď B ξ px, yq for any x ď y. Combine this with (8.1) and the cocycle property again to get
Therefore, no geodesic from x m to x n can go through x m`e1 and we have y m`1 " x m`e2 " x m`1 . Now repeat this argument every time x m,n and y m,n intersect to see that the latter never goes to the "right" of the former. The lemma is proved.
One can squeeze the proof of the above lemma a little bit more to get the following interesting result. Proof of Theorem 8.5. First, observe that although we proved Theorem 8.3 and Lemma 8.6 for a fixed ξ P U˝, they both hold simultaneously (i.e. with one null set thrown away) for all ξ P U˝X Q 2 , which is countable and dense in U˝. Assume that for some geodesic x 0,8 , x n {n has limit points in both U ζ and U η with ζ, η P U and U ζ ‰ U η . We can assume ζ¨e 1 ă η¨e 1 . Since we have assumed g to be differentiable, there must exist at least one (and in fact infinitely many) point(s) ξ P U˝X Q 2 such that But both these geodesics are directed into U ξ . Hence, so is x 0,8 , which contradicts the assumption that x n {n has limit points in U ζ and U η . Theorems 8.3 and 8.5 have a very nice consequence when we know more about the regularity of g.
Corollary 8.8. [29]
Make the same assumptions as in Theorem 6.1. Assume also that g is strictly concave. Then (i) For any given direction, with probability one, out of any given point, there exists an infinite geodesic going in this direction:
(ii) With probability one, every infinite geodesic has an asymptotic direction:
This simply follows from the fact that if g is strictly concave, then U ξ " tξu for all ξ P U. Strict concavity is still an open question, but it is believed to hold in general, either when the maximum of ω 0 does not percolate or outside the flat segment that occurs when the maximum does percolate (see Theorem 5.4).
The claims in the above corollary appeared before in Proposition 7 of [25] for the solvable model where weights ω x are exponentially distributed. Note that in this case formula (5.6) gives an explicit expression for g and we can check directly that g is indeed strictly concave.
The approach used by [25] follows the ideas of Licea and Newman [42] for nearest-neighbor first-passage percolation (FPP). In [42] the authors assume a certain global curvature assumption on g and use it to control how much infinite geodesics can wander, proving existence and directedness of infinite geodesics. They also use a lack-of-space argument to prove coalescence (i.e. merger) of geodesics with a given asymptotic direction. This is the only method known to date for proving coalescence of directional geodesics. The same idea was adapted by [25] to the directed LPP model with exponential weights and then by [29] to the general weights setting.
Theorem 8.9.
[29] Make the same assumptions as in Theorem 6.1. Fix ξ P U˝. With probability one and for all u, v P Z 2 the right-most geodesics directed into U ξ and starting at u and at v coalesce: there exist m, n ě 0 such that x Here is a very rough and high level sketch of how such a coalescence result is proved. Details can be found in Appendix A of [27] (which is an extended version of [28] ). See also the proof of Theorem 2.3 in [34] . First observe that if x u,ξ,1 0,8 and x v,ξ,1 0,8 ever intersect, then from there on they follow the same evolution (smallest B ξ increment and increment e 1 in case of a tie). Therefore, the task is really to prove that they eventually intersect. By stationarity the assumption of two nonintersecting geodesics implies we can find at least three nonintersecting ones. A local modification of the weights turns the middle geodesic of the triple into a geodesic that stays disjoint from all geodesics that emanate from sufficiently far away. By stationarity again at least δL 2 such disjoint geodesics emanate from an LˆL square. This gives a contradiction because there are only 2L boundary points for these geodesics to exit through.
Corollary 8.10. Make the same assumptions as in Theorem 6.1. Then with probability one tB ξ p0, e 1 q : ξ P U˝u Ă tG 0,z´Ge1,z : z P e 1`Z 2 u.
In particular the map ξ Þ Ñ B ξ p0, e 1 q cannot be continuous on all of U˝.
Proof. For each ξ P U˝X Q 2 consider geodesics x coalesce at say a point we denote by z ξ . This leads to
Therefore, we have almost surely tB ξ p0, e 1 q : ξ P U˝X Q 2 u Ă tG 0,z´Ge1,z : z P e 1`Z 2 u.
The claim now follows from monotonicity (6.2).
Note that the above result does not contradict (7.14). Together, the two results say that there is zero probability that a given (fixed) ξ P U˝happens to be a discontinuity point of ξ Þ Ñ B ξ p0, e 1 q.
When the weights have a continuous distribution one has a unique geodesic between any two given points. What about infinite directional geodesics? The answer is also in the positive.
Theorem 8.11.
[29] Make the same assumptions as in Theorem 6.1. Assume also that ω 0 has a continuous distribution. Fix ξ P U˝. Then with probability one, out of any u P Z 2 , there exists a unique infinite geodesic directed into U ξ .
Proof. In view of Theorem 8.7(ii), it is enough to show that x u,ξ,1
0,8 . This in turn follows from the coalescence result. Indeed, assume the two geodesics do not match. We can assume that they separate right away, otherwise just consider the paths starting at the separation point. Under this assumption, it must be the case that ω u " B ξ pu, u`e 1 q " B ξ pu, u`e 2 q, for otherwise both geodesics would have followed the smaller B ξ -gradient and thus stayed together. Now, the above coalescence result implies that x u,ξ,1 As the last result of this section we address existence doubly-infinite geodesics (or rather lack thereof). Theorem 8.13.
[29] Make the same assumptions as in Theorem 6.1. Assume also that ω 0 has a continuous distribution. Fix ξ P U˝. Then
Sketch of the proof. If such a doubly-infinite geodesic existed, with positive probability, then by stationarity we would have another (different) one y´8 ,8 , also directed into U ξ . By the coalescence result we would have that x 0,8 and y 0,8 coalesce. Modulo renumbering the indices, we can assume that x 0,8 " y 0,8 but x´1 ‰ y´1. Because weights have a continuous distribution, it cannot be that x´n " y´n for any n ą 1 (otherwise the weights would add up to the same amount G x´n,0 along two different paths x´n ,0 and y´n ,0 ). We thus have a bi-infinite threearmed "fork" embedded in Z 2 . But by stationarity this picture will repeat infinitely often, allowing us to embed a binary tree into Z 2 , with its vertices having a positive density. This embedding is not possible and thus we have a contradiction. (Such a tree grows exponentially fast, while the boundary of a box in Z 2 grows only linearly in the diameter of the box.) See Figure 8 .1 for an illustration and [29] for the details.
The proof of the above theorem used the coalescence result, which requires us to fix the direction of the geodesics. But we will see in the next section that there are random directions in which there are multiple geodesics out of say the origin. So are there then doubly-infinite geodesics in these random directions? The answer is still expected to be in the negative, but a proof remains elusive. 
The competition interface
We continue to assume the conditions of Theorem 6.1 to be satisfied. In particular, the shape g is still assumed differentiable on p0, 8q
2 . Let us also assume in this section that weights ω x have a continuous distribution.
Recall our earlier definition of the competition interface separating the two geodesic trees rooted at e 1 and e 2 (see Figure 4. 2). Denote this up-right path of sites in Z 2`p e 1`e2 q{2 by ϕ n . In particular, ϕ 0 " pe 1`e2 q{2. Does ϕ n have an asymptotic direction? What can we say about this direction? Can we describe ϕ n using Busemann functions, as we did for geodesics in the previous section? By monotonicity (6.10) of the Busemann functions we have that
is monotone in ξ P U˝X Q 2 . Namely, the above is nonincreasing as ξ¨e 1 increases in p0, 1q X Q. (The reason for only considering rational directions is that the limit in (6.3) holds for configurations ω outside a set of measure zero, but this null set depends on the direction ξ. Thus, the limit can be claimed to hold almost surely for only countably many directions at once.)
By Theorem 8.12 we have B ξ p0, e 1 q ‰ B ξ p0, e 2 q almost surely for all ξ P U˝XQ 2 . If P B ξ p0, e 1 q ą B ξ p0, e 2 q @ξ P U˝X Q 2 ( ą 0, then, due to Theorem 8.7(ii), for the configurations in the above event all infinite geodesics out 0 must start with an e 2 -step. This can be contradicted by following an argument similar to the proof of Lemma 8.1 to show that, with probability one, there exists at least one geodesic out of 0 that takes a first step e 1 . A similar reasoning applies for the case where with positive probability B ξ p0, e 1 q ă B ξ p0, e 2 q for all ξ P U˝. Then, with probability one there exists a unique ξ˚P U˝such that for all ξ P U˝ztξ˚u B ξ p0, e 1 q ą B ξ p0, e 2 q if ξ¨e 1 ă ξ˚¨e 1 and B ξ p0, e 1 q ă B ξ p0, e 2 q if ξ¨e 1 ą ξ˚¨e 1 .
One thing this says is that geodesics originating at 0 that are directed into U ξ with ξ¨e 1 ă ξ˚¨e 1 (i.e. ξ to the left of ξ˚) must start with an e 2 step. Similarly, geodesics originating at 0 that are directed into U ξ with ξ¨e 1 ą ξ˚¨e 1 (i.e. ξ to the right of ξ˚) must start with an e 1 step. A slightly sharper version of this argument leads to the following. (i) With probability one, competition interface ϕ n has asymptotic direction ξ˚:
(ii) With probability one, there exist two infinite geodesics out of 0 with asymptotic direction ξ˚, one going through e 1 and the other through e 2 :
n {n Ñ ξ˚( " 1. (iii) ξ˚is a genuine random variable that has a continuous distribution and is supported outside the linear segments of g (if any):
(iv) ξ˚is supported on all of U, take away the linear segments of g (if any): for any open interval (i.e. connected subset) V Ă U such that U ξ " tξu @ξ P V, we have Ptξ˚P Vu ą 0.
It is conjectured that g is strictly concave when weights ω x have a continuous distribution. Hence, ξ˚is expected to be supported on all of U.
Since weights are assumed to be continuous, the two geodesics in Theorem 9.1(ii) cannot coalesce. This does not contradict Theorem 8.9 because direction ξi s random while the coalescence result was about fixed deterministic directions. In fact, this is one way to see why claim (iii) is true.
In the solvable case of exponentially distributed weights, one can compute the distribution of ξ˚explicitly.
Lemma 9.2. Assume ω 0 is exponentially distributed with rate θ ą 0. Then for a P p0, 1q , from which (9.1) follows. For the distribution of θ˚we have for t P p0, π{2q
Ptθ˚ď tu " Ptξ˚¨e 2 ď ξ˚¨e 1 tan tu " Ptξ˚¨e 1 ě 1{p1`tan tqu " ? tan t 1`?tan t , which is (9.2).
The competition interface of the exponential corner growth model maps to a certain object called the second-class particle in TASEP, so this object has been studied from both perspectives. In this case, a weak-limit version of Theorem 9.1(i) follows from translating a result of Ferrari and Kipnis [23] on the limit of the scaled location of the second-class particle in TASEP to LPP language. Almost sure convergence was shown by Mountford and Guiol [46] using concentration inequalities and the TASEP variational formula of Seppäläinen [54] . Concurrently, [25] gave a different proof of almost sure convergence of φ n {n by applying the techniques of directed geodesics and then obtained the distribution (9.2) of the angle of the asymptotic direction ξ˚from the TASEP results of [23] .
Later, these results on the direction of the competition interface were extended from the quadrant to larger classes of initial profiles in two rounds: first by [24] still with TASEP and geodesic techniques, and then by [14] using their earlier results on Busemann functions [13] .
Coupier [17] also relied on the TASEP connection to sharpen the geodesics results of [25] . He showed that with probability one there are no triple geodesics (out of the origin) in any direction.
History
We now give a quick overview of the last twenty or so years of research on Busemann functions and geodesics in percolation.
As we mentioned above, Licea and Newman [42] were the first to introduce a technique for proving existence, uniqueness, and coalescence of directional geodesics under a global curvature assumption on the limit shape to control how much geodesics deviate from a straight line, and then as a consequence deducing the existence of Busemann functions. See also the summary in Newman's ICM paper [48] . Although verifying the curvature assumption for percolation models with general weights remains an open problem, it can be done in a number of special cases. Thus, Licea and Newman's approach was applied to directed LPP with exponential weights [25] and to several other (non-lattice) models built on homogeneous Poisson processes [8, 12, 38, 57] . In the case of the exponential corner growth model, another set of tools comes from its connection with TASEP, as explained at the end of Section 9.
The idea of deducing existence and uniqueness of stationary processes by studying geodesic-like objects has also been used in random dynamical systems. For example, this is how [22] and its extensions [5, 6, 9, 35, 39] show existence of invariant measures for the Burgers equation with random forcing. These works treated cases where space is compact or essentially compact. To make progress in a non-compact case, the approach of Newman et al. was adopted again in [7, 8, 10] .
The approach we presented in this chapter is the one we took in [28, 29] and is the very opposite of the above. Using the connection to queues in tandem the Busemann limits are constructed a priori in the form of stationary cocycles that come from certain invariant measures of the queuing system. Using a certain monotonicity the cocycles are then compared to the gradients of passage times. The monotonicity, ergodicity, and differentiability (rather than curvature) of the limit shape give the control that proves the Busemann limits. After establishing existence of Busemann functions, we use them to prove existence, directedness, coalescence, and uniqueness results about the geodesics.
A similar approach was carried out by Damron and Hanson [19, 20] for the standard first-passage percolation model. They first construct (generalized) Busemann functions from weak subsequential limits of first-passage time differences. These weak Busemann limits can be regarded as a counterpart of our stationary cocycles. This then gives access to properties of geodesics, while weakening the need for the global curvature assumption.
An independent line of work is that of Hoffman [36, 37] on the standard firstpassage percolation, with general weights and without any regularity assumptions on the limit shape. Assuming all semi-infinite geodesics coalesce, [36] constructed a Busemann function and used it to get a contradiction, concluding that there are at least two semi-infinite geodesics. ( [26] gave an independent proof with a different method.) [37] extended this to at least four geodesics.
Next: fluctuations
The results we presented can be thought of as analogues of the law of large numbers. A natural follow-up is to study the analogue of the central limit theorem, i.e. questions concerning the size of deviations of the passage times G 0,tnξu from their asymptotic limit ngpξq and of the geodesics, both finite (i.e. from 0 to tnξu) and infinite (i.e. going in direction ξ), from a straight line.
Due to the maximum in the definition of the passage times, G 0,tnξu´n gpξq should be tighter than in the case of just a sum of identically distributed independent random variables. That is, its fluctuations should be smaller than order n 1{2 . On the other hand, one would expect the geodesic paths to wander a great deal in search of favorable weights. For example, if x 0,8 is a path that follows the smallest B ξ gradient, then it should be the case that x n´n ξ has fluctuations of order larger than n 1{2 . We will see in articles [55] and [16] how the above can be answered quite precisely for the solvable models: G 0,tnξu´n gpξq fluctuates on order n 1{3 (and we can even determine the limiting Tracy-Widom distribution of n´1 {3 pG 0,tnξu´n gpξqq and x n´n ξ fluctuates on the order n 2{3 (but here, a limiting distribution of px nń ξq{n 2{3 is only conjectured).
Just like it is the case for the central limit theorem, this behavior is believed to be universal, going beyond solvable models, but this is far from being proved. See, however, [1] and [41] for results towards this universality conjecture.
